What is Halsbury’s?
- Halsbury’s is an online legal encyclopaedia of Australian law
- Find information on legal principles, significant case law and legislation.

Where can I find Halsbury’s?
- You can find a Link to access Halsbury’s on the Law Guide, look under the eReference & Commentary tab.

How do I search Halsbury’s?
- Type your search terms into the search box, e.g. Right to a fair trial.
- You can browse by topic

Tip:
- When you use the search box Halsbury’s will read your search as a phrase, use connectors such as AND/ OR to link your terms together e.g. provocation and murder
How do I read the results page?

Sort your results by relevance
Narrow by topic

The results will give you a brief outline of the content. Your search terms will be highlighted.

How do I read the entry?

You can browse through the table of contents.

Information on currency

Tip:
See the footnotes at the end of the entry for a list of more resources.

How do I reference this resource?

Follow Rule 6.3 Legal Encyclopaedias in the Australian Guide to Legal Citation (AGLC).
You can access the AGLC on the Law Guide.